Abstract
Introduction

20
Axions are light neutral pseudoscalar particles which are introduced to solve 21 the strong CP problem [1] . They would be produced in the solar core via the Primakoff conversion of the plasma photons if they have large enough coupling regulation system, and an X-ray detector. The magnet, the gas container and 27 the X-ray detector are assembled in a 3-m long cylinder. The tracking system 28 supports and drives the cylinder of the helioscope to align the helioscope axis 29 with the direction of the sun.
30
Axions are converted into photons with energy of several keV, reflecting temperature of the solar core. These photons are detected by an X-ray detector.
The detection principle is based on the coupling of an incoming axion to a virtual photon provided by the transverse magnetic field of an intense dipole magnet.
Thus the incoming axion is converted into a real, detectable photon that carries the energy of the original axion. The conversion rate is given by [3]
where g aγγ is the coupling constant between axions and photons, z and z ′ are 31 the coordinate along the incoming axion, B ⊥ is the strength of the transverse magnetic field, L is the length of the field along z-axis, Γ is the X-ray absorption 33 coefficient of medium with which the conversion region is filled, q = (m limit is given to be g aγγ < 6.3−10.5×10 −10 GeV −1 (95% C.L.) for m a < 0.27 eV.
43
The third phase [6] was also performed using denser helium gas than that of the 44 second one and the limit is given to be g aγγ < 5.6 − 13.4 × 10 −10 GeV −1 (95% scope.
48
Tracking System
49
The tracking system consists of a driving mechanism, direction measuring 50 encoders and a PC (computer 1). They form a feedback control loop as a whole.
51
A schematic view of the driving system is shown in Fig. 2 . We adopted an 52 altazimuth mount as the driving mechanism. The altazimuth mount minimizes 53 inclination of the refrigerator and can support the magnet with simple structure.
54
The driving mechanism is composed of an axle bearing, a turntable, a ball screw,
55
and two AC servomotors. The cylinder is supported by the axle bearing on the 56 turntable. In the azimuthal direction, the turntable is driven by one of the 57 servomotors (Hitachi EPS8). In the altitudinal direction, the cylinder is driven 58 by the other servomotor (Hitachi EPL3TD) through the ball screw.
59
The axion helioscope is located in Tokyo at 139
• 45 ′ 48"E and 35
• 42 ′ 49"N. half of a day averagely.
65
The control diagram of the tracking system is shown in Fig. 3 . The driving 66 mechanism is wholly controlled by computer 1 via CAMAC bus.
67
The azimuthal and altitudinal directions of the helioscope are measured by 
78
The overall tracking accuracy is better than 0.5 mrad both in altitudinal and The guidance of the helioscope movement is provided by the tracking soft- 
90
Two devices make it easy to swing the magnet. Firstly, the magnet is made 91 cryogen-free by using two Gifford-McMahon refrigerators (GM refrigerators).
92
Therefore, no liquid helium tube is needed. Secondly, a persistent current switch
93
(PCS) is equipped and the magnet is free from thick current leads. 
Magnet and Cryogenics
95
The superconducting magnet consists of two 2.3-m long race-track shaped 96 coils running parallel with a 20-mm wide gap between them. In this gap, the 97 gas container is inserted and axions are converted into photons, which are to 
Persistent Current Switch
118
The magnet can be operated in persistent current mode by short-circuiting 
123
The PCS is mounted on a copper plate which is weakly coupled to the sec- 
131
After the PCS goes back to superconducting phase, the supplying current can 132 be decreased to zero while the current in the main circuit is maintained. 
Coherence between Axion and Photon
135
To keep coherence between axion and photon, m γ has to be tuned to m a by 136 introducing gas into the conversion region. For this purpose, the gas container 137 is inserted into the aperture of the magnet.
138
A photon in the X-ray region acquires a positive effective mass in a medium.
It is well approximated by
as for the light gas, such as hydrogen or helium, where α is the fine structure 139 constant, m e is the electron mass, and N e is the number density of electrons [3] .
140
Cold helium gas was adopted as a dispersion matching medium, because helium 141 gas has small X-ray absorption length and remains at gas state at 5 K, the 
